Game Design
for Kids

A paper on how to design age-appropriate
game experiences for kids of all ages
By Funday Factory
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Chapter 1
Introduction
4

Designing games for
kids of different ages
and stages

At Funday Factory, we work with
designing for kids on a daily
basis, and we know the joy (and
bewilderment) of understanding
their wondrous world. We put pride
in building age-appropriate game
designs that not only take age into
account - but also kids’ physical,
emotional and cognitive skills. And
it’s a tricky business. In the making
of this series, we borrowed Maurice
Wheeler, Chief Strategy Officer at
Kids Industries, to talk about the
complexity of designing games for
kids.
Kids’ imaginations are wild, free
and unrestricted. They’re inspiring,
fascinating and very, very complex.
And when we asked Maurice why
designing games for kids is such an
intricate process, the answer was
simple: Because we’ve forgotten
what it’s like to be kids. As he says:

“We don’t remember what it was like
not to be influenced by experience,
logic and culture, and that becomes
a barrier when we want to create
products for kids who’ve only
been around for 3 or 4 years.” It’s
pretty basic, but think about it for a
moment. As adults, we’ve outgrown
our childish selves, making it hard
to grasp the universe, kids roam
around in.
And the consequences of not
knowing what it’s like to be a kid
are clear. We often experience that
people believe designing games for
kids is a piece-of-cake procedure.
As Maurice says: “Many people seem
to think that if you just make the
colours bright and friendly and the
text big enough, you’ve designed
a successful app for kids”. Sorry to
burst the bubble - it does take a bit
more to get it right.
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As adults, we’ve outgrown
our childish selves, making it
hard to grasp the universe,
kids roam around in.
- Maurice Wheeler, Chief Strategy Officer at Kids
Industries

So how do you design for these marvels?

Based on research and our own experience, we’ve put together four articles
on how to design for different stages. It starts with tips for toddlers, followed
by pre-schoolers and primary schoolers, and ends with tweens.
Happy reading!
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Chapter 2
Age-appropriate
Game Design for
Toddlers
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How to design games
for toddlers: The
curious copycats

B

ye bye baby – and hello toddler.
Toddlers are fascinating as
they begin to develop into real
people with unique personalities,
competences and abilities. Being
new to the world, toddlers don’t really
grasp the difference between right
and wrong, reality and fiction. That’s
why they copy their surroundings in
any learning process.
As Maurice puts it: “Toddlers belong
to the group we call ‘Copycats’. They
haven’t quite understood that they’re
unique individuals yet, so they mirror
whomever they’re around - primarily
their immediate family” - a point

that emphasises parents’ unique role
in a toddler’s life.
From experience, we know that
when designing games for kids, the
possibilities are many. But. And this
is a very important ‘but’. Games need
to cater to their users regardless of
who the target group is (obvious, but
true). And when it comes to toddlers,
you need to create experiences
that match their specific cognitive,
physical and emotional skills. In this
article, we explore three tips that can
prove very useful when designing for
toddlers.
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Toddlers click on everything
Toddlers are natural explorers and curious about everything (parents know
the burden. Ehm, joy). They don’t really think too much about what to click or
when to click it, so it’s crucial that your game design invites the right actions.
In this regard, it’s key that there is a clear distinction between the interactive
objects and additional design extras.

Make interactive items
pop
Toca Kitchen Monsters is a
great example of how to make
clickable items stand out and
easing toddlers’ navigation.
The beauty is that all items are
clickable and interactive, giving
the toddler instant feedback
on every touch. Toddlers don’t
know how to read yet, and that’s
why it’s vital that game designs
for toddlers use graphical cues
instead of text.
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“When designing games for

toddlers, positive feedback is
crucial for their engagement.
One way to do this is by using
sound and animation.”
- Emil Kjæhr, Game Designer at Funday Factory

INSIGHTS: Most toddlers can use an iPad when they are just one year old. When kids turn one
year old, they switch from using both hands and all their fingers to interact with the tablet to
using an index finger—which is what adults do. Source: Daily Mail Online, UK
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They are easily distracted
Toddlers easily become distracted,
and it doesn’t take many objects to
leave toddlers feeling overwhelmed.
In addition, they only have an
attention span of a few seconds,
making it essential that your design
consists of recognisable elements
and is free of clutter.

Further, toddlers have trouble
grasping three-dimensional
figures, so you should stick to two
dimensions only. This means that
you’ll want to make the foreground
clearer than the background to
make interactive items stand out.

Keep It Simple… Superhero
Sago Mini is a master of making
games for toddlers. Just take a look
at this awesome simplicity. In the
game Sago Mini Babies, the simplicity
calls for the right actions, and the
toddler is freed of working through
layers of unnecessary design addons to get to the fun.
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They are clumsy
Toddlers’ motor skills are developing,
but they haven’t quite mastered
finer gestures. So when designing
interfaces for toddlers, keep
movements simple and easy to
grasp. Game designs for toddlers
should allow for simple tapping
or swiping, but stay clear of more
demanding gestures.

Also, when it comes to designing
games for small touch devices,
it’s important to be aware of the
notorious fat finger problem. A
problem that arises when the user’s
finger covers the interactive item
on the screen, making it difficult to
navigate.

Aid to toddlers’ clumsiness
LEGO DUPLO Trains is a great
example of an entertaining app that
only takes tapping and swiping to
enjoy. And when the toddler stalls,
they’re guided on by a hinting hand.
Clever, simple and retaining.
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INSIGHTS: Kids from UK use their tablets differently across the day, with the peak period of use
being 4pm – 6pm. They are most likely to use tablets in the living room.
Source: Technology and Play, UK

Always put the toddler in the driver’s seat
With the above tips in mind, you are one step closer to designing an ageappropriate game that caters to your toddlers’ needs. However, it’s key to
remember that you’re not only designing for them, you’re also designing
for their parents. So be sure to acknowledge that parents function as a
gatekeeper on your app and make it trustworthy enough to break through the
parental barrier.
In short, you should always remember to put the toddlers in the driver’s seat
- a point Maurice strongly emphasises: “Don’t just make the font huge and
the colours pastel - design with the specific child in mind and focus on their
unique skills and abilities”.
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Chapter 3
Age-appropriate
Game Design for
Pre-schoolers
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Designing games that
catch pre-schoolers’
curiosity

P

re-schoolers can be a bit difficult to place. No longer are they cute
toddlers, nor are they settled school kids. Even though they’ve begun
to master a lot more skills, and the tablet is becoming more and more
interesting, pre-schoolers constitute a diverse group of kids, and they can be
quite tricky to design for.

Curious and eager to learn
Let’s take a quick look at who they are. As Maurice says: “Pre-schoolers are
maturing and moving out of the copy cat phase and into role play which
allows for more independent thought, rather than just thinking ‘what would
they do.’ Pre-schoolers now think ‘what would I do if I were them’. Further, preschoolers are characterised by being eager to learn and curious about why
everything is as it is. They’re gradually learning the rules and are now trying to
find ways to bend and break them - so which ‘rules’ will help you design for
these wonders?
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“When designing games
for pre-schoolers, it’s vital
that the interface is so
intuitive that tutorials
become unnecessary.”
- Tatiana Lyng Pedersen, Strategy & Insights
Manager at Funday Factory

INSIGHTS: A pre-schooler is a child between the age of 3 and 6 years. On a typical weekday,
the tablet usage peaks between 2pm-4pm. Pre-schoolers’ average use of tablets are
approximately 1 hour and 19 minutes. Source: Technology and Play, UK
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Pre-schoolers are easily sidetracked
As Maurice points out Pre-schoolers are easily sidetracked - especially if the
skills they are trying to adapt take up too much of their time. This means that
it doesn’t take much for them to stop concentrating on your game and start
running towards an imaginary unicorn in the living room. Because of this, it’s
essential that you make sure to keep tasks short and rewarding to keep the
pre-schoolers engaged and entertained.

Make simple, short and
rewarding tasks
LEGO’s Create & Cruise is a great
example of how to retain kids
through short, intensive bursts of
fun and rewarding tasks. In Create
& Cruise, kids cruise for coins in
short levels unlocking rewards on
each completion.

Pre-schoolers as mimics
Pre-schoolers are still focused on and mimic their immediate caretakers, but
as they leave the toddler-stage, they begin to play with others and they’re
able to initiate play with peers. They are generally intrigued by and interested
in social experiences, so keep that in mind and aim for a social design. It’s not
of great importance whether the interaction is real or fictitious, just as long as
the pre-schooler’s empathy and need for nurture are supported.
Toca Boca has produced and launched numerous apps and games for kids one of which is Toca Store. Toca Store lets kids play store (without the mess)
alongside a friend, sibling or parent.
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Support pre-schoolers’
empathic mindset
In Toca Store, two players go on a
shopping frenzy using the same
device: One being the customer,
the other one the cashier. While
playing and having fun, kids learn to
cooperate, negotiate and interact with
others, making the app quite ideal for
this target group.

Pre-schoolers are all about playing
Ever wondered what the difference is between games and play? Well
- games are somewhat formalised play settings where rules mark the
boundaries. Play on the other hand is self-initiated activities performed
without having a goal in mind besides enjoyment and exhilaration.
And when it comes to pre-schoolers, they’re all about playing! They are
pretty nifty and like to create on their own rather than following strict rules,
and that’s why you should make room for imagination, invention and selfexpression.

Create room for (wild)
imagination
An excellent example of how to let preschoolers’ imagination run wild is the
app Loopimal. Loopimal lets kids create
and explore sounds, movement and
rhythms without boundaries - letting
play stand in the spotlight.
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Chapter 4
Age-appropriate
Game Design for
Primary Schoolers
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Designing games
for logical and
reasonable primary
schoolers

T

his group of kids have just started going to school which means that most of
them are able to read simple things, and they’re beginning to realise that the
world isn’t made up of magic fairies, but instead impacted by logic and reason.

“Primary schoolers begin to
acknowledge who their friends
are, and that life is better with
friends.”
- Maurice Wheeler, Chief Strategy Officer at Kids
Industries
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INSIGHTS: According to market research firm Childwise, a primary schooler is a child between
the ages of 6 and 8 years old. Primary schoolers spend an average of six and a half hours a
day in front of a screen compared with around three hours in 1995. Source: Childwise
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Start to rely on their peers
Whereas toddlers and preschoolers
are highly connected to their
parents, the primary schoolers
start to rely on their peers and
value friendship highly. As Maurice
explains; “they begin to acknowledge
who their friends are, and that life is
better with friends”. We find this to
be an important aspect to keep in
mind when designing for the primary
schoolers along with the following
three take-aways.

The primary schoolers are very
focused, and they’re usually seeking
to finish one task before moving on
to the next. They will keep trying until
they have completed the ongoing
task. That’s why you should make
sure that a system is created in
which these kids can level up and
experience positive progression in
the game.

Incorporate positive
progression
LEGO© DC Super Heroes Chase
is a great example on how to
incorporate progression. The game
unlocks new tracks, figures and cars
are as you play.
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They enjoy learning new skills
When designing for primary
schoolers, another factor to consider
is how to implement their wish for
accomplishment. These kids love
the feeling of achievement and to
master new skills. That’s why it’s
important to make these kids feel
that they are able to master the
tasks and challenges they face.

A way of doing this is by providing
them with options and choices,
thereby making them feel
empowered and in control. Another
way of taking this need into account
is by making a reward system.
Provide the kids with rewards,
badges or bonuses and allow them
to save, store and share them with
their friends and family.

Facilitate proud moments
An example of this can be seen in
HAMA Universe. Here, the kids can
unfold their creativity, be rewarded
with new challenges and save and
share their accomplishments. Kids
love to be creative and make sense
of their life through creative output
and HAMA Universe allows them to
do just that.
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They prefer being in control
Another characteristic for the kids
in this target group is that they
begin to show great interest in rules
and how to go about challenges.
They like to know what’s expected
from them in order to prepare for
the tasks and challenges awaiting.
These kids want to control what they
can control.

That’s why it’s highly recommended
that they are provided with a clear
vision of what is needed in order to
complete the activities in a game. In
that way, they can create the best
strategies for solving a task. When
going about this element, think
about showing instead of telling
what to do.

Show, don’t tell
An example of how this can be done
is seen in Toca Hair Salon 2, where
active tools are moving slightly to
encourage the player to use them.
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Chapter 5
Age-appropriate
Game Design for
Tweens
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How to design
games for “identity
explorers”
O

n the verge of leaving the safe
childhood, we find tweens. They
are somewhere in between still
being silly kids and becoming savvy
teenagers. Tweens are busy finding
out who they are and who their
friends are - it can be quite a job!
That is why kids in the age of 9-10
can be characterised as ‘identity
explorers’. They want to be part of
a group but still try to explore their
individuality.

Further, we begin to see differences
between the genders at this age in
regards to digital media behaviour.
Girls are more likely to use a
smartphone, whereas boys use
tablets - either the family’s tablet
or their own. Since the amount of
smartphone users is increasing, it’s
important to make sure that a game
experience fits small screens.

“It’s essential that we make
sure to cater to the tweens’
desire to be part of a group
while letting them explore
their own identity”
- Anders Rauff-Nielsen, Game & Universe
Designer at Funday Factory
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Tweens love being experts, and they don’t spend much time on reading
instructions and rules. That’s why providing them with feedback on completed
tasks works better than informing them up front. These kids won’t use
instructions until they fail anyway, so no need to bother.

Provide feedback rather than
rules
A way of integrating this feature
can be seen in Cargo-Bot by
Two Lives Left. In this game, kids
are introduced to the world of
programming by having to move
boxes with a robotic arm, which
they program themselves. It’s
possible to jump right into action,
but a tutorial is also available. In
addition, hints can be requested
during the game.
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INSIGHTS: A tween is approximately in the age between 8 and 10 years old. A study by the
University of Oxford and Cardiff University into the digital Goldilocks hypothesis found that
spending about an hour a day of personal time on digital technology helped teenagers’ mental
wellbeing. Source: Perth Now, Australia
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Tweens are capable of time investments
Tweens aren’t necessarily looking
for an app or a game they can
master from day one. Tweens are
able to take into account several
aspects of a problem and that is a
trait to consider: Designing games
for tweens allows one to keep the
complexity rather high as long
as they aren’t set up to fail with
unrealistically difficult tasks from the
beginning.

The challenge is to make the goal
as interesting as possible and allow
tweens to use their creativity to find
their way through. Tweens tend to
like games which let them keep on
learning with content and elements
to discover within the game as they
progress over time.

Follow Bushnell’s Law make games easy to learn,
but hard to master
An example could be Does Not
Commute where you control all
vehicles in the game. The core
interaction is deceptively simple,
but through gradual introduction of
additional meta systems, the game
is successful in keeping players
engaged and interested.
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Tweens like to be experts
Tweens like to dive into opportunities rather than following strict rules.
Rules and tweens aren’t a great combination. Let the tweens explore and
investigate on their own. They have an interest in what’s odd and silly, and
they like to challenge the norms defined by adults and parents. Give these
kids autonomy to rule within the app environment and make it possible for
them to be experts of the field.

Make room for exploration
and let the kids rule
This autonomy is given in the game
Minecraft: Pocket Edition where
kids are to build their own world exactly as they see fit. If they want
purple sheep, they can make purple
sheep. If they want a world full of
zombies, they can create it. Only their
imagination sets the limit.

Based on the tips presented in this paper, it is clear that it takes knowing kids
to design for them. Kids are not just kids: They are a complex and diverse
group of fascinating individuals each with their own competencies, interests
and challenges - and uncovering these are essential when making striking
and engaging games. So the final and finest take-away from this read is a
familiar one: Get to know your target audience. Spend a day in their shoes
(not literally. Unless you have very tiny feet). Observe them. Play with them and try to reminisce what it was like to be a kid.
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Games presented in the paper:
LEGO System A/S
• LEGO® DUPLO® Train
• LEGO® Juniors Create & Cruise
• LEGO® DC Super Heroes Chase
Toca Boca AB
• Toca Kitchen Monsters
• Toca Store
• Toca Hair Salon 2
Sago Mini
• Sago Mini Babies

YATATOY
• LOOPIMAL by YATATOY
Malte Haaning Plastic A/S
• Hama Universe
Two Lives Left
• Cargo-Bot
Mediocre AB
• Does not Commute
Mojang
• Mindcraft
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About Funday Factory
Funday Factory is an experienced mobile games studio located in the heart
of Aarhus, Denmark. Funday Factory build creative solutions and fun games
for mobile platforms - both iOS and Android.
Our goal is to help partners and clients achieve business goals through
creative digital play experiences that engage their audiences. At our office
in Aarhus, we are 40 dedicated and talented people - all passionate about
making great games of the highest possible quality.
With a wide range of services within the field of game development, we have
the people and processes to turn ideas, challenges and desires into solid
game concepts that meet the needs of the users and support our partners’
business goals.
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